There are two interpretations offered for the different structural and magnetic properties of the mixed valence homo-metallic ludwigites, Co 3 O 2 BO 3 and Fe 3 O 2 BO 3 . One of them associates the physical behavior to charge ordering processes among the cations, as is well known in simpler oxides. The other attributes the effects to local pairwise magnetic interactions. Recently first principles calculations in the iron ludwigite have shown that the structural cation dimerization is due to the formation of strong magnetic dyads supporting the second model. Here we confirm the dominance of magnetic interactions to explain the absence of dimerization in the cobalt compound. Density functional noncollinear spin calculations are carried out on Co 3 O 2 BO 3 to determine its low temperature magnetic order. Low spin is found on tri-valent cobalt sites, thus preventing the formation of the ferromagnetic dyad, the mechanism which favors dimerization in Fe 3 O 2 BO 3 . We conclude that the difference between high spin Fe 3+ and low spin Co 3+ pairwise interactions is responsible for the observed differences between the two compounds. The pairwise magnetic interactions also explain the difference between the existence of low temperature bulk AF state in the Fe ludwigite and its absence in the Co material.
contains the shortest metal-metal bonds of the structure; in the iron compound, magnetic interaction within 424 are responsible for dimerization. The cobalt ludwigite, by contrast, is structurally stable and has only one magnetic phase which sets in at ~ 40K [5] [6] [7] [8] .
In the Fe ludwigite varied metal charge rearrangements occur over a large temperature range, encompassing as well the magnetic transitions [4, 8, 9] . In another iron oxoborate, the warwickite Fe 2 OBO 3 , an orthorhombic to monoclinic transition occurs at 317K, well above the magnetic ordering temperature 155K [10] . The structural transition was well understood as a charge ordering Verwey-like transition. For the Fe ludwigite it was suggested that a charge ordering Peierls-like transition could cause dimerization by opening a gap at the Fermi level [11] . The model should in principle predict dimerization in the cobalt ludwigite as well, since both compounds have the same crystalline structure. Tight binding calculations [12] showed that the band gap is due to iron-oxygen rather than Fe-Fe interactions, and appears both above and below the transition. So far, direct influence of electronic effects such as charge ordering on the Fe 3 O 2 BO 3 structural transition has not been clearly established.
As an alternative explanation it was suggested that magnetic properties could be involved in the structural transition of the iron ludwigite [4, 13, 14] . The main question to be resolved was the big difference between structural and magnetic transition temperatures. More recently [15] a close connection was found between dimerization and magnetism in Fe 3 O 2 BO 3 , independently of the transition temperatures being so far apart. First-principles non-collinear spin DFT calculations on the low temperature dimerized phase showed that the 424 triad consists in fact of two independent magnetic sub-units, a Fe2-Fe4 dyad, and a Fe4 cation. The dyad behaves as a robust ferromagnetic dimer, with spin flip energy of ~800meV. The Fe4 cation in the opposite extreme of the triad has a magnetic moment with great flexibility to rotate and forms the sub-set of canted spins in this material. Inverse susceptibility versus temperature measurements led to an imprecise definition of the sign of the Curie-Weiss temperature [6, 18] which was found to be one order of magnitude smaller than in Fe ludwigite [9, 18] .This made it difficult to predict the type of spin alignment in the cobalt system. Calculations based on a model super-exchange spin Hamiltonian [19] could not describe the complex magnetic state of the system.
Vanishing of magnetization under zero field cooling has been observed [6, 16] probably due to the presence of magnetic domains in Co 3 O 2 BO 3 . Disappearance of hysteresis curves above ~5K [8] suggests that interactions between domains are small.
Mixed cobalt ludwigites were also investigated from the point of view of magnetism [7, [7] also showed no long range order. In the Sn substituted compound the magnetic transition occurs at 82K, twice as big as that of the pure cobalt ludwigite (~ 41K). The magnetic state was associated to ferrimagnetic ordering. It should be noted that no dimerization transition was found in any of these compounds.
Although these works have considerably improved understanding of the physics of the ludwigites, their magnetic state, in particular that of the pure cobalt ludwigite, remain unknown.
In this paper we investigate the magnetic order of Co 3 O 2 BO 3 , by using the first principles non-collinear spin DFT methodology. Our aim is to bring new light on the interplay between magnetism and dimerization in the homo-metallic ludwigite structure and improve understanding on the magnetic order of this compound. Since there are different valences of cobalt in the system, possible different spin states are considered in this investigation, leading to a quantitative description of low-lying magnetic states. The octahedral representation of the ludwigite structure seen along the short
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Details of calculation
The quantum mechanical electronic structure of Co 3 O 2 BO 3 is obtained by using the first principles density functional theory (DFT) in the non-collinear spin-polarized approach of the VASP code [28] . The projector-augmented wave method and a plane-wave basis set were employed using the so-called generalized gradient PAW-GGA PW91 [29, 30] approximation to describe the exchange and correlation scheme, with an energy cutoff of 450 eV. and O, respectively. It has been suggested that spin-orbit coupling could be relevant in the description of the electronic structure of the cobalt ludwigite [6] , thus we examine these effects by using the spin-orbit methodology implemented in VASP.
For the initial spin configuration required in the self-consistent calculation, two kinds of input models (AF/b and F/b) are analyzed. They are schematically shown in Table 1 .
Both models assume spin orientation in the 424 triad to be parallel to the lattice axis b and orthogonal to that of triad 313; this arrangement was determined from neutron diffraction data [14] and further confirmed by first principles calculations [15] To investigate magnetization anisotropy and determine the preferred direction of this vector with respect to the crystalline axis, two additional input models, AF/a and F/a, were considered. They consist of a 90 o rotation of the whole spin systems of models AF/b and F/b, preserving their relative individual orientations (see Table 1 
Results
In this section we present results obtained for the calculated electronic and magnetic structure of Co 3 O 2 BO 3 . Table 2 shows the system´s total energy and magnetization per unit cell, obtained with the several initial spin configurations described in Table 1 . For each model, calculations were done using both the SPIN and LS (Spin Orbit Coupling) methodologies. Naturally a great number of alternative spin states could be considered. For example, modifying the AF/a input to make spin c-ordering of the 313 triad anti-ferromagnetic
we obtained E-E 0 = 772 meV higher than that found for the ground state, far above kT at the magnetic transition temperature 40K (~3 meV), not shown in Table 2 . [23] , magnetization was found to be finite under zero field cooling. Consistently, no preferred magnetic direction was found in the ab plane. As expected, non-collinear calculations without spin-orbit coupling are found to give negligible energy differences under rotation of the spin axis.
Absolute value of magnetization varies 3% with orientation as seen in Table 2 , giving an indication of the level of precision of the calculation. [32] where an orbital contribution to the magnetic moment of Co 2+ as small as ~ 1/10 of the spin only value was found through neutron diffraction.
By comparing SPIN and LS results in
Our calculations confirm the low spin state of Co4, found by Freitas et al. [17] . This is the most important difference observed so far between the two homo-metallic ludwigites and gives strong support to the role of magnetism in the structural properties of the two compounds. In Fe 3 O 2 BO 3 [15] , the ferromagnetic dyad found in the dimerized structure has a spin flip energy large enough to be sustained in higher temperatures, so that local Fe2-Fe4 ferromagnetic dimers could exist, influencing dimerization. In FIG. 3 ). In the Fe ludwigite, the anti-ferromagnetic low is achieved through canting of one of the Fe4 spin cancels out the uncompensated magnetization of triads 313 [15] . In the cobalt ludwigite demagnetized Co4.
Contrary to Fe
The cobalt magnetic moments distribution for the ground state of Co In the mixed Co/Fe [7, 8] , Ni/Fe [7] and Co/Mn [20] ludwigites, there are 2-4 heterometallic pairs, Co2-Fe4, Ni2-Fe4 and Co2-Mn4, so that ferromagnetic dyads could in principle exist. However, to obtain dimerization electron hopping must be significant; this effect was observed in the pure iron ludwigite, where Mössbauer spectroscopy revealed the presence of intermediate valence in the Fe4-Fe2-Fe4 triad [4, 9] . However, in the iron mixed compounds the amount of Fe2-Fe4 pairs is small, since site 2 is mainly filled with cobalt. Indeed, attempts to synthesize Co 2-x Fe x O 2 BO 3 with x>1 did not succeed [8] . It is not clear whether a significant amount of hopping exists in heterometallic pairs.
Discussion and Conclusion
In summary, we have found that the differences between the magnetic structures of More research is necessary to determine the magnetic structure and electron-hopping properties of the hetero-metallic ludwigites. This would provide a more complete understanding of the connection between magnetism and structural stability in the ludwigite material in general.
